Day tour «TuranWay»
Duration: 7-8 hours
Departure: 10.00
Duration: 200 km
Archaeological excavations of Scythian gold in the "Valley of the Kings", maral farming, the first school
of Uryankhai region, the house-Museum of one of the founders of independent Tuva, the first Russian
immigrant, Sayan mountains – all in one day!
The mountains of Southern Siberia contain many
archaeological monuments that can shed light on the
history of the development of human civilization. The
Valley of the Kings is one of them, in which several
mounds, containing many artifacts from an archaeological
point of view, were discovered. In one of the kurgans,
gold jewelry with elements of animal style characteristic
of Scythian culture was discovered.

Visit Turan Museum of local history. I. G. Safyanova will
acquaint You with the archaeological and ethnographic
collection, documentary Fund, photos telling about the life of
the local population and about Russian immigrants, about the
founder of the city of Turan - G. p. Safyanov, Russian selfgoverning labor colony, writer, scientist and artist N. So.
Leonov
Near the Yelkin Klyuch village, in the landscape protected
area with picturesque mountains, steppe massifs, is
located the Turan farm. You can call it „power place“,
because, having visited it, you will feel peace and
tranquility. Here you will meet semi-wild marals in their
natural environment. On horseback riding, you will
definitely be able to get close to the noble deer and take
pictures. Also you’ll have the possibility of receiving
antler baths from natural raw materials, walking, cycling
walks – everything for your great holiday.

Cost:
(food in the restaurant, cars increased comfort) - 5 100 rubles \ pers;
Additional services for 1 person:
Bath - 1500 rubles / hour
Horse ride - from 150 rubles (30 minutes)

Package price:

Package name

Dragon’s
fairytale

Accommodation

Single, Standard

Dragon’s
fairytale

Total accommodation
(2 nights, incl.
Breakfast and VAT
20%) + excursions
14000 (1 person)

RUS
Double, Standard

18000 (2 persons)

Single, Junior Suite

18000 (1 person)

Dragon’s
fairytale

Dragon’s
fairytale

Guide,
language

RUS
Double, Juniour Suite

26000 (2 persons)

Single, Standard

18000 (1 person)

From 01.01.19 to
30.06.19
01.09.19-31.12.19

RUS
Double, Standard

22000 (2 persons)

Single, Junior Suite

26000 (1 person)
RUS

Double, Juniour Suite

30000 (2 persons)

01.07.19-31.08.19

